In order to optimize the pose of welding torch preplanned by offline programming, a structured light-based visual servoing method is proposed. First of all, a series of phase shifting patterns are projected to acquire the so-called phase map. Afterwards, unlike usual feature extraction methods, which were based on 3-D cloud, a cylinder axis is extracted directly from the phase map to represent the connecting pipes' cylindrical surface. Then, a visual servoing control law based on the axis combined with the seam center in phase map is proposed to optimize the pose of the welding torch. Moreover, global asymptotic stability of this method is proved. Finally, simulations and real experiments are performed to demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of this method. Results show this method can improve the mean error of deviated distance and angle of offline programming by 73.5% and 82.5%, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pipe welding is one of the most reliable and prevalent methods for pipe connection [1] . Compared with manual pipe welding, automatic pipe welding has been increasingly used because of its high safety, quality, productivity and low cost [2] - [4] . In automatic pipe welding techniques, carriage and band system-based mechanized gas metal arc welding (GMAW) is dominant, which ensures the welding quality by laying a band on the pipe surface so that the welding carriage that holds the welding torch can rotate around the pipe [2] . To promote productivity and reliability, a dual-tandem welding process was designed, consisting of two welding torches, with each torch having two wires, and a seam tracking algorithm was proposed based on an arc sensor [3] . However, installing and removing the band and the welding carriage are time consuming.
To improve the productivity and flexibility, robotic pipe welding was studied. A five-axis welding manipulator for GMAW of steel pipe was designed, and seam tracking and weld pool control based on a vision sensor was realized [4] .
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A robotic system was developed in welding pipes for desalination of sea water [5] . However, the position and orientation (pose) of the welding torch with respect to (w.r.t) the welding joint of the pipe was manually set, and only the torch-to-seam center deviation was eliminated online, an approach that can cause bad welding quality.
Currently, most welding robots still work in the ''teach and playback'' mode [6] . To eliminate the errors that occur during installation of a workpiece and manual teaching itself, online adjustments, such as seam tracking or weld pool control, were widely studied [7] - [10] . However, the ''teach and playback'' mode combined with an online adjustment is not suitable for robotic pipe welding for two reasons. First, compared with a straight line, forming a smooth circular path requires teaching of too many path points, which takes considerable time. Second, in pipe welding, not only does the deviation between the torch tip and the seam center need to be eliminated, but also, the torch needs to point directly at the axis of the pipe, with a certain constant distance, to obtain superior welding quality [11] - [13] ; that is, both the position and the orientation of the welding torch must be optimized.
Compared with the ''teach and playback'' mode, offline programming is a promising technique that plans the robotic VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ path based on the model of workpiece [14] - [17] . However, it has two disadvantages: first, installation and modeling errors and robot and part deformation will affect its accuracy. Second, welding robots with a high absolute positioning accuracy are required, as each path point is represented; however, this positioning accuracy is usually lower than the repeatable positioning accuracy for welding robots [16] .
To address these issues, some researchers reconstruct the workpiece and workplace using 3-D sensors, based on which the path of torch is planned. Yang et al. utilized a stereo structured light sensor to reconstruct the 3D point cloud of workpiece, extracted the weld seam and further plan the 3-D path for welding robot [18] . Maiolino et al. integrated ABB's proprietary offline programming system RobotStudio with a structured light based RGB-D sensor to facilitate the automation of sealant dispensing [19] . These methods enabled the ability to dynamically adapt the model, thus coping with environmental and parts variability. However, constrained by calibration errors and reconstruction noise, accuracy is not very desirable.
To improve the accuracy of offline programming, the welding torch needs to be optimized at each path point. For this purpose, visual servoing is a promising method that utilizes visual features to realize robot motion control [20] , [21] . According to the designed visual feature, visual servoing can be divided into three categories: image based visual servoing (IBVS) [22] , [23] , in which visual features defined in 2D image space are directly used to control the robot; position based visual servoing (PBVS) [24] , in which visual features are used to estimate the pose of the object coordinate frame w.r.t the camera coordinate frame in 3D Cartesian space and the pose is further used to control robot; and hybrid visual servoing [25] , [26] , which combines IBVS and PBVS. The accuracy and robustness of visual servoing depend on the visual feature extraction. However, in many industrial applications, objects are texture-less, which means that visual features can barely be extracted by traditional passive vision.
To provide robust visual features for texture-less objects, laser pointers were utilized to facilitate visual servoing [27] , [28] . Four parallel laser pointers were utilized to form four feature points on a texture-less plane, and the IBVS control law based on the four points was synthesized to perform a classical plane-to-plane task [27] . One laser pointer was used to provide an extra feature point on a plane object and further estimate the depth to obtain the interaction matrix of IBVS in real time in [28] . However, the laser pointer-based visual servoing approach has two limitations. First, it cannot provide a dense surface profile of a curved surface, so it is difficult to realize a visual servoing task on a complex-shaped object. Second, it is not robust because laser points may leave the camera's field of view, further leads to failure in visual servoing. To this end, structured light methods were introduced to aid visual servoing because it can provide an accurate and dense surface profile of textureless objects [29] - [33] . In [29] , depth difference in phase map is utilized to extract the contour of object, on which visual features are established for achieving robotic translational positioning task. Xu et al. directly utilizes every entry of phase map as visual feature, which can handle positioning task with respect to free-form surface profile theoretically, but only relatively small convergence area is ensured [30] . Structured light-based visual servoing was studied to perform a plane-to-plane task for robotic spraying [31] . In this method, a dense phase map is utilized to design visual features to ensure robustness to noise. However, only a plane-to-plane positioning task was considered, so it is difficult to apply the approach to a cylindrical pipe.
To the best of our knowledge, visual servoing for a textureless cylindrical surface is still missing from the market and the literature. Motivated by these facts, we developed a structured light-based visual servoing method to optimize the pose of the welding torch at preplanned path points for pipe welding. The benefits of structured light-based visual servoing method are twofold. First, it can deal with those tricky cases when the object is texture-less, even without contour. Second, structured light-based visual servoing can combine structured light method's high-accuracy measurement with visual servoing's robust control, thus achieving high-accuracy positioning. We choose such a method exactly out of these two reasons. The goal of this paper is to optimize the pose of welding torch with respect to steel pipes, so accurate and dense surface information of steel pipes must be acquired. But the surface of steel pipes is texture-less, which means structured light method is a suitable way to acquire accurate and dense surface profile of steel pipes. Second, the goal of our robotic task is to achieve high positioning accuracy, so structure light-based visual servoing can suit our needs.
In this method, phase shifting patterns are projected onto the texture-less pipes to obtain a phase map, a two-dimensional matrix which implicitly contains threedimensional information. Then, a low-dimensional cylindrical axis is directly extracted from the phase map to represent the cylindrical surface, and the seam center is also extracted to represent the axial position of the weld seam, expediting control. Then, a visual servoing control law based on the extracted cylindrical axis and seam center is proposed for robot positioning, which optimizes the pose of the welding torch at each preplanned path point for robot welding. This method focuses on optimizing the orientation of welding torch, torch-to-tip deviation and nozzle-to-work distance at the same time while most of the present investigations related to robotic welding only focus on the latter two, online or offline.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: First, a method for low-dimensional cylindrical axis extraction directly from a high-dimensional phase map is proposed.
Second, an image-based visual servoing (IBVS) control law based on extracted features is designed, and the global asymptotic stability of the control law is proved.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The fundamentals of the structured light-based visual servoing method are presented and analyzed in section II. The extraction of features representing two connecting pipes is illustrated in III. The deduction and stability analysis of the control law are described in section IV. Simulation experiments and real experiments are performed to verify this method in section V and section VI, respectively. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section VII.
II. FUNDAMENTALS OF STRUCTURED LIGHT-BASED VISUAL SERVOING
In this section, first, the configuration of the structured lightbased robotic welding system is described. Second, robotic task is presented. Third, the principle of structured lightbased visual servoing by using a phase map is illustrated. Finally, the definition and generation of the phase map are given.
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
The structured light-based robotic welding system consists of a six-axis robot, a camera, a projector, and a welding torch, together with a welding machine. The camera, projector, and welding torch are all fixed on the robot end effector, so the relative pose between each of them remains constant. For notation consistency, the coordinate frames of this system are denoted as follows. As shown in Fig.1 , the camera frame is denoted with F c , the projector frame is denoted with F p , the robot base frame is denoted with F b , the end effector frame is denoted with F e , the torch frame is denoted with F t , and the pipe frame is denoted with F w , where axis Z w coincides with the central axis of the cylindrical pipe. a T b represents the transformation matrix of frame a w.r.t frame b.
B. DESCRIPTION OF THE ROBOTIC TASK
The robotic task is to position the welding torch at each preplanned path point to a desired pose, where the torch points directly at the cylindrical axis of the pipe and weld seam center, with a certain distance. To be specific, the welding torch path is a circle with the following properties: the distance to axis Z w , the translation along axis Z w , and the rotation around axes X w and Y w in the pipe frame are constants, while the rotation around axis Z w is the only variable. In other words, the torch position along axes X w , Y w and Z w and the rotation around axes X w and Y w in the pipe frame need to be optimized to achieve the aforementioned desired pose. To this end, a structured light-based visual servoing method is utilized in this paper.
C. WORKING PRINCIPLE
The working principle of visual servoing can be described by the following equation [34] :
whereė is the time derivative of the error of the visual feature e = s−s * ; s and s * are the current and desired visual features, respectively; L s is the interaction matrix; and V c is the camera velocities. Generally, the visual feature e is designed witḣ
where λ is a positive gain;L + s is the pseudoinverse of the approximation of the interaction matrix L s . As long as L sL + s is positive definite during the entire procedure, the stability of the control law is ensured. In other words, the robot will always move to the desired pose if s does not equal s * . This paper focuses on visual feature design and control law (interaction matrix) design. For visual feature design, the designed visual features should reflect the torch translation along axes X w , Y w and Z w and rotation around axes X w and Y w ; that is, the visual features can determine a circle on the cross section of a cylindrical surface, which can be represented by the phase map in the fringe projection method. Therefore, we will introduce the definitions of the fringe projection method and the phase map in subsection II-D. However, the phase map is composed of high-dimensional data. To speed up the computation and control, a low-dimensional cylindrical axis (constraining the torch translation along axes X w and Y w and rotation around axes X w and Y w ) and the seam center (constraining the torch translation along axis Z w ) are expected to be extracted from the phase map. Therefore, the extraction algorithm is presented in section III. Extracted cylindrical axis and seam center are then utilized to design visual features for visual servo control, and the control law is deduced in section IV, where the stability of the control law is also proved.
The block diagram of the proposed structured light-based visual servoing method is shown in Fig.2 . The fringe shifting patterns are projected onto the pipe's cylindrical surface, and the deformed patterns are captured and decoded to obtain the phase map. Then, the current visual feature s is extracted from the phase map. The difference between the desired visual feature s * and current visual feature s * is the input error of the control law; then, the expected camera velocity V c is calculated. Further, the robot velocity can be obtained with the calibrated hand-eye transformation matrix e T c to optimize the pose of the welding torch.
It is noted that the desired visual features s * can be directly calculated by the camera and the projector model using the desired torch pose t T b and the accurately calibrated transformation matrices t T e , e T b and w T b ; the desired visual features s * can also be determined when the welding torch is moved to the desired pose by other methods.
D. PHASE MAP DEFINITION AND GENERATION
The structured light method utilized in this work is called fringe projection method, which is defined as a method of using a digital video projector to project desired sinusoidal fringe patterns for phase retrieval [35] . For this method, a projector is used to project a series of phase-shifting sinusoidal stripe patterns, and a camera is used to capture deformed patterns synchronously. Then, by decoding, the so-called phase map is obtained, from which point cloud of the object's surface is reconstructed. The visual features for visual servoing are extracted from the phase map in this paper. Therefore, we introduce the phase map definition and generation in this section. The structured light-based visual servoing device consists of a projector and a camera, both of which are fixed on the robot end effector. Moreover, they are positioned purposely, with their optical axes being nearly parallel to each other, to reduce the complexity of feature extraction.
The model of the camera-projector rig with a cylinder at a random pose is shown in Fig. 3 . Plane ABCD is the imaging plane of the camera, plane EFGH is the imaging plane of the projector, P is a random point that appears in both the camera and projector fields of view, and the corresponding pixel coordinates of the point in the camera image plane and projector image plane are (U p , V p ) and (U c , V c ), respectively. 
where M c and M p are the intrinsic matrices of the camera and projector, respectively.
A phase map is defined as a matrix of the same size as the camera resolution. Each item of the phase map is the abscissa U p in the projector image plane according to the corresponding camera pixel coordinate (U c , V c ). Each item of the phase map is calculated from the variation in the intensity at each point of the image plane. First, a series of specific encoded sinusoidal fringe patterns with different phases are projected onto the pipes, and a sequence of corresponding images are captured by the camera. The value of a certain pixel with coordinate (U p , V p ) in the fringe pattern is defined as
where n is the phase shift index, I p n is the intensity of the pixel, A p n is the mean value, B p n is the amplitude, f is the frequency of the sinusoidal wave, and N is the total number of fringe patterns. Phase φ of pixel coordinate (U c , V c ) in the camera image plane is then decoded using these images according to the formula
where I n is the intensity of a pixel at (U c , V c ). Then, those items considered to be the background according to the small fluctuation of the luminance are set to zero to reduce the amount of calculation.
To promote the accuracy and robustness, the dualfrequency phase shift method is utilized, in which unitfrequency sinusoidal fringe patterns are used to ascertain the general range of the phase, and high-frequency sinusoidal fringe patterns are used to ascertain the accurate value of the phase. The value U p for the camera coordinate (U c , V c ) is then calculated from the formula
where T u and T h are the periods of the unit-frequency and high-frequency fringe patterns, φ u and φ h are the unitfrequency and high-frequency phases decoded from Eq. (4), and [x] is the ceiling rounding operator that produces the minimum integer larger than x.
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Because the relative position between the camera and the welding torch remains unchanged, positioning the welding torch w.r.t two connecting pipes can be seen as positioning the camera in frame F w . Therefore, how to represent the pose of the camera w.r.t the pipe is the prerequisite for motion control. To this end, the camera pose can be represented by the cylindrical axis (constraining the camera translation along axes X w and Y w and rotation around axes X w and Y w ) and the seam center (constraining the camera translation along axis Z w ). One solution is to construct a 3D point cloud of the pipes, from which the cylindrical axis is extracted. However, 3D reconstruction is time consuming and induces calibration error. An alternative method is to extract the cylindrical axis and axial position from the phase map directly to speed up the computation. The axial position of the weld seam is easily determined by extracting the seam center in the phase map using an image processing algorithm. Therefore, this paper focuses on the extraction of the cylindrical axis. However, the cylindrical axis is not explicit in the phase map. Therefore, we first extract a characteristic generatrix on the cylindrical surface, which is parallel to the cylindrical axis, and then calculate the cylindrical axis using the characteristic generatrix by offsets along axes X c and Z c . Details of the extraction of the cylindrical axis are illustrated as follows.
A. EXTRACTION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC GENERATRIX
To extract the cylindrical axis from the phase map directly, the relationship of the phase map w.r.t the cylinder pose is studied. A cylinder at a random pose is shown in Fig. 3 . Point P lies on the cylindrical surface. l o is the cylindrical axis. l D is the characteristic generatrix to be extracted and consists of the nearest point of every cross section of the cylinder, which is the plane with v c determined by points P, O p and O c , where v c is the normalized ordinate of P and O p and O c are the optical centers of the projector and camera, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4 . The intersection between this plane and the cylinder is an ellipse. The straight line MN represents the intersecting line between the normalized plane and the plane with a certain v c . Therefore, the distance from MN to the line connecting the optical centers of the camera and projector O c O p is d 1 =
(v c 2 + 1). The distance from P to line MN is d, so the distance from P to line O c O p is
According to the triangular similarity theorem, we have where L is the length of O c O p . In Eq. (7), with constant L, it is not hard to derive that the larger Q(u c , v c ) is, the smaller d is.
For every v c , which represents every row of matrix Q, the largest number is chosen, and the value Q max (v c ) and its position index u c (v c ) are recorded in an n-by-2 matrix
The coordinate of a special point D, which is the intersection point of the characteristic generatrix and the plane with a certain v c , can be derived as
Thus far, the 3D coordinate of point D in the camera coordinate frame has been derived, and for every v c , there exists a unique point D(v c ). Theoretically, all points D(v c ) with different v c lie on the same characteristic generatrix l D , which is parallel to the central axis of the cylinder. With these points, the equation of line l D can be acquired by least square fitting:
where (u, v, w) is the fitted direction vector of l D and (x D , 0, z D ) is the intersection point of the straight line l D and plane y = 0.
B. DERIVATION OF THE CYLINDRICAL AXIS
Since the cylindrical axis l o is parallel to the characteristic generatrix l D , only offsets along the X c and Z c axes, which are denoted as X and Z need to be ascertained to determine the equation of the axis l o . Detailed procedures can be seen VOLUME 7, 2019 in Appendix A. Therefore, the coordinate of point O, which is the intersection point between the cylindrical axis l o and the plane y = 0, can be calculated as
The entire deduction of the cylindrical axis l o can be summarized as follows. First, a generatrix of cylinder l D is extracted and fitted based on its geometrical characteristics. Then, the offsets of the cylindrical axis w.r.t the generatrix along the x and z axes are deduced and combined with the equation of l D to produce the equation of l o :
IV. CONTROL LAW
In this section, the extracted cylindrical axis and axial position of the weld seam are further utilized to design visual features for visual servoing. Then, the corresponding control law is derived, and the global asymptotic stability of this control law is demonstrated.
A. DERIVATION OF THE CONTROL LAW
To control the pose of a cylindrical axis in camera frame F c , four degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the cylinder need to be constrained. They include translation along axes X w and Z w and rotation around axes X w and Z w . To this end, visual features are defined as two components of the direction vector of l o and the coordinates of the intersection point between l o and plane
Through lengthy derivation (see Appendix B), the interaction matrix with 4 visual features can be obtained as:
At this point, the pose of the cylindrical axis in the camera coordinate frame can be controlled to converge to the desired one, and the next step is to make the welding torch aim at the weld seam with such a pose. To this end, the weld seam is recognized by a geometrical method in the phase map, and the seam center (x s , y s , z s ) in camera frame F c is calculated as the mean of all recognized seam points. A component of the coordinates of the seam center y s is chosen as the fifth feature to constrain the translation along the cylindrical axis.
By combining Eq. (25) and Eq. (30), we obtain the interaction matrix with 5 visual features:
In the proposed method, because L s at every iteration can be calculated by visual features s, we can directly choosê L + s = L + s in the control law V c = −λL + s e. Control schemes usingL + s = L + s * andL + s = 1/2(L s + L s * ) + , where L s * is the interaction matrix at the desired pose, can also be chosen, and their performance comparison and discussion will be conducted in section V.
B. STABILITY ANALYSIS
As described above, it is obvious that the first, second, third and fourth rows of L s are linearly independent of each other. Additionally, the first, second, third and fifth rows of L s are linearly independent. To prove that all rows of L s are linearly independent, we only have to prove the linear independence of the fourth and fifth rows of L s . We can construct a matrix C as follows:
If w = 0, we have
This item 1 + u 2 = 0 is ensured, which indicates rank(C) = 2.
If w = 0 , using elementary row transformation, we obtain
The item −1 − u 2 − w 2 = 0, and the item −w = 0 will always be satisfied; thus,rank(C) remains 2. The condition rank(L s ) = 5 is satisfied the entire time. Therefore, Ker(L s L + s ) = ∅, yielding that only one equilibrium point e = 0 exists. Furthermore, L s L + s equals a 5-by-5 identity matrix during the entire process, and the control law can be derived asė
which indicates that every feature will converge to the desired value at an exponential rate from any initial pose; i.e., global asymptotic stability of the proposed IBVS technique usinĝ L + s = L + s is ensured.
V. SIMULATIONS
In the simulations, to simplify the modeling process, the welding joint of two pipes is ignored; hence, they can be seen as a whole cylinder. The phase map in the simulation is generated by straightforward solving of the equations of the intersection between straight lines and a cylinder. Each straight line represents an imaginary light ray that goes through a pixel on the image plane and the optical center of the camera, and the cylinder at the random pose is expressed as an equation in the camera coordinate frame. The detailed procedure is shown as follows. In Fig. 6 , the transformation from the camera coordinate frame to a special coordinate frame F a is
where sin α = w, cosα = √ u 2 + v 2 , sin γ = u/ √ u 2 + v 2 and cos γ = v/ √ u 2 + v 2 . By injecting a P = a T c · c P into a x 2 + a z 2 = R 2 , we can obtain where To compare the performance of visual servoing with different control schemes, simulations are conducted, and the results can be seen in Fig.8 . All simulation experiments are performed with MATLAB of version 2017b. To prove the robustness of the proposed method, Gaussian noise with a variance of 1 is added to the phase map. To reduce the impact of noise, a mean filter is utilized in calculating Q max and the u c coordinate. The entire visual servoing simulation process works as follows. First, the desired visual features are set as x * = 50mm, z * = 450mm, u * = 0.8 and w * = 1, and the phase map at the desired pose is shown in Fig. 7(c) . Second, the camera is moved to the initial pose, with the features being x 1 = 30mm, z 1 = 500mm, u 1 = 0.5 and w 1 = −0.2, and the phase map is shown in Fig. 7(a) . Third, the phase map is calculated as explained above, from which the features are extracted and sent to the control law to move the camera to the next position. Having reached the next pose, the aforementioned procedures will be repeated until the cylinder converges to the desired pose. The termination criterion is |e w | < 0.01 • as well as |e x | < 0.01mm. In order to ensure the success of convergence and to present smooth and clear curves of errors, velocities and 3D camera trajectories of the three control schemes, the gain λ is set as 0.5, and the step time is 0.2 seconds.
The results show that when usingL + s = L + s , errors converge asymptotically to zero, and the initial linear velocities of the camera are smaller than in the other two schemes. When usingL + s = L + s as the control scheme, asymptotic convergence of errors to zero is ensured: e = −λ(s − s * ).
When usingL + s = L + s * , linear and angular velocities converge to zero asymptotically, but error e z decreases significantly to a large negative value at approximately the 15th iteration, which may cause a collision between the cylinder and camera or projector in real experiments. When usingL + s = 1/2(L + s + L + s * ), errors converge faster to zero than in the other two schemes, and error e Z converges much better than in the second control scheme. The camera trajectories are shown in Fig.8.(g) . BecauseL + s remains unchanged when usingL + s = L + s * , the camera goes straight to the desired pose. It should be noted that the end poses obtained using these three schemes are all different from each other. The reason is that only 4 DOFs of the camera are constrained. Hence, both rotation around the cylindrical axis and translation along it will not induce variation of the phase map. Visual servoing simulations using these three schemes all converge to the desired pose. Both control schemes usingL + s = L + s and L + s = L + s * perform well in error convergence and camera trajectory. However, only the global asymptotic stability of the former scheme can be ensured. To ensure the success of the visual servoing process in real experiments, the control scheme usingL + s = L + s is used.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method, path planning using offline programming, teaching and this method are performed and compared. As mentioned previously, the entire visual servo system is composed of a projector (DLP Lightcrafter 4500) that projects fringe patterns, a camera (JAI GO-5000M-USB) that captures deformed fringe patterns, a weld torch, a computer with clock rate of 2.8 GHZ that decodes the fringe patterns to produce the phase map and calculates the robotic movement accordingly, and a robot manipulator (ABB IRB 1200) on which the camera, projector and weld torch are fixed. The projector and camera have resolutions of 912 × 1140 pixels and 2048 × 2560 pixels, respectively. The proposed method is also suitable for robots from other manufacturers, such as KUKA and Motoman, because the category of robot isn't relevant to this method. The visual servoing device in the real scenario is shown in Fig.9 . The diameter and thickness of the two connecting steel pipes are 102mm and 4mm, respectively. Considering the thickness is less than 8mm, according to [36] , a butt-weld joint with an I-groove is used for it's simple to prepare, economical to use and provides satisfactory strength, and the gap of it is approximately 2mm.
A. OFFLINE PROGRAMMING
The whole offline programming-based path planning works as follows. First of all, several important transformation matrices are calibrated. A laser tracker(Leica emScon Absolute Tracker (AT901 series)) is used to determine the transformation matrix between laser tracker frame and steel pipe frame L T w , and the transformation matrix between laser tracker frame and robot base frame L T b . L T w is determined by following steps. First, measuring several points on the right side of pipe and fitting a plane. Then, measuring the pipe and fitting the cylindrical axis. Afterwards, the origin of the pipe frame can be determined as the intersection point between this plane and axis. Y w can also be obtained by orientation of the axis, with direction as shown in Fig.10 (a) . By setting Z w as vertical upward, L T w can be obtained. The robot base frame is shown in Fig.9 . By measuring the three plane and symmetric mounting holes of the subplate, L T b can also be determined. b T w can then be calculated as L T −1 b · L T w . The transformation matrix e T t can be calibrated by ABB 6 points calibration method. Path points are set as one of every 5 degrees. Planned torch pose at one path point is shown in Fig.10 . Transformation matrix from planned torch pose at one path point to pipe frame w T t is then determined. Finally, transformation matrix is calculated as b T e = b T w · w T t · e T t −1 , which can be used to calculate Euler angle and put to robot controller to move end effector to planned path point. At 9 different path points planned by offline programming, we measure and fit the axes of torch and the pipe, as shown in Fig.10 (c) . Deviated distances and angles from the desired ones, which are 0mm and 90 • , respectively, between axes of the torch and the pipe can be seen in Fig.15 . The mean error and the root mean square error(RMSE) of distance and angle are directly calculaed as 1.1945mm, 1.2534mm, 1.0386 • and 1.0712 • respectively.
B. TEACHING
We also performed teaching experiments to analyze its accuracy. 10 path points are taught through FlexPendant by human visual guide and then memorized by robot controller. After that, the manipulator will move to each path point, where we measure and fit the axis of torch. Deviated distances and angles from the desired ones (0mm and 90 • , respectively) between axes of the torch and the pipe by teaching can be seen in Fig.11 (b) . The mean error and RMSE of distance and angle are directly calculated as 8.3093mm, 10.3514mm, 1.8337 • and 2.2965 • respectively.
C. THE PROPOSED METHOD
First, the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the projector and the camera are calibrated according to [37] . Second, to accurately control the camera, the transformation matrix between the end effector frame and camera frame e T c is ascertained by hand-eye calibration [38] . The transformation matrix t T e is calibrated by the ABB 6 points TCP calibration method. w T b is calibrated by method mentioned in VI-A. The step number N of the dual-frequency phase shift method is set to 20. The transformation matrices t T e and w T b are both roughly calibrated, so visual features at the desired pose cannot be determined directly and accurately from these matrices. At the beginning of the experiment, the robot end effector is moved to the desired pose based on deviations measured by the laser tracker and transformation matrices t T e , e T b and w T b . Then, the phase map at the desired pose is generated, from which the desired features s * are extracted. The control scheme usingL + s = L + s is chosen. The proposed visual servoing method is image-based, so calibration errors of the camera-projector rig and the hand-eye relationship will not affect its final accuracy. The visual servoing process works as follows:
1) The projector projects fringe patterns, and the camera captures images with deformed fringe patterns, from which the computer produces the phase map and extracts the current features.
2) If the current features are within the allowable range, then the iteration ends; if not, the current features will be substituted into the control law to produce camera movement. 3) The robot end effector moves according to the calculated camera movement and hand-eye relationship. 4) Go back to step 1). In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, experiments with both far and near initial poses are conducted, and the error curves and velocities curves are shown in Fig.13 . Phase maps at different poses in one experiment, where the initial pose is far from the desired one, are shown in Fig.14. Moreover, to prove the accuracy of this method, 9 extra experiments are performed, in which the robot end effector is moved to 9 different far initial poses. In each experiment, the deviated distance and angle from the desired ones(0mm and 90 • , respectively) between the axes of the torch and the pipe are accurately measured by the laser tracker. Results are shown in Fig.15 . The mean error and RMSE of distance and angle are directly calculated as 0.3169mm, 0.3438mm, 0.1818 • and 0.2187 • respectively.
D. WELDING EXPERIMENTS
In order to compare the three methods further, welding experiments were also conducted. Gas metal arc welding (GMAW) is chosen for its versatility, speed and the relative ease of adapting to the process to robotic automation. All welding experiments were performed on a MIG/MAG welding machine (Panasonic YD-350GL4), and filler wire (ER70S-6) of 1.0mm diameter with copper coated was used. The steel type of steel pipes is AISI 1020, the chemical composition of which is shown in Table 1 . This type of steel is widely applied to manufacture axles, general engineering and machinery parts and components, spindles and so on. Welding parameters include welding current, voltage, torch travel speed, and nozzle-to-work distance among others. Their values are shown in Table 2 . Results using teaching, offline programming and the proposed method are shown in Fig. 16 .
E. DISCUSSION
As shown in Fig.14, the difference between the phase maps at the end and desired poses is small, which indicates that the torch tip-to-seam center deviation is small. It should be noted that substantial noise exists around the edge of pipes in a phase map, partly because those pixels with low illumination variation are assumed to be background and directly set to zero. However, feature extraction was barely influenced because only values around the maximum of every row, i.e., near the center of the pipe, but not all of them, are considered in the axis feature extraction. Hence no image filtering method is required, which ensures the high accuracy of cylindrical axis extraction.
Experiments with both far and near initial poses are conducted, and the results are shown in Fig.13 . Errors and velocities all converge to zero for either the far or near initial pose, which means that the proposed method is feasible. Moreover, in Fig.13 (c) , the error fluctuation between two consecutive iterations is rather small, which indicates that the proposed novel feature extraction method is robust to noise. It should be noted that when using the same control schemeL + s = L + s , although error curves in the simulation and in the real experiment both converge to zero exponentially, their velocity curves exhibit different behaviors, as shown in Fig. 8 (a, b) and Fig. 13 (a, b) . The exponential convergence of camera velocities is not ensured when using the control schemê L + s = L + s . However, when initial errors e x and e z are positive, both camera velocities and errors converge to zero exponentially.
Comparing the three method, it is obvious that the proposed method is superior than the other two in accuracy, as shown in Fig.11, Fig.15 . Results show this method can improve the mean error of distance and angle of offline programming by 73.5% and 82.5%. Thus this method can improve the accuracy of offline programming. In Fig.16 , both welds and heat affected zone (HAZ) are more well-distributed when using the proposed method. The remaining error may be induced by hand-eye calibration error, TCP calibration error, pipe surface roughness, measurement and fitting error and so on. These factors will be considered, and achieving more accurate positioning tasks will be studied in the years to come.
VII. CONCLUSION
To guarantee the welding quality of robotic pipe welding, the welding torch needs to point directly at the axis of the pipe during the entire welding procedure. To adjust the pose of the welding torch at each path point planned by offline programming, a structured light-based visual servoing method is proposed. In this method, fringe projection is utilized to address the problem of a texture-less pipe surface. The visual servoing is used to position the welding torch in the desired pose based on a phase map. A low-dimensional cylindrical axis is extracted directly from a high-dimensional phase map to represent the pipes' cylindrical surface, and the seam center is also extracted to represent the axial position of the weld seam, resulting in faster computation. A control law based on the extracted cylindrical axis and seam center is constructed, and its global asymptotic stability is proved. The proposed method can optimize the accuracy of offline programming for two reasons. First, the influences of the installation error, modeling error and part deformation will be excluded after visual servoing. Second, because every pose of the torch is truly reached and memorized by the robotic controller, the high repeat positioning accuracy of industrial robots is fully utilized. Simulations and real experiments show that features converge to the desired ones at a nearly exponential rate, and velocities of the camera all converge to zero even when substantial noise exists and the initial pose is far from the desired one, which verifies the feasibility and robustness of this method. In experiments, after adjustment, the deviations between the axes of the pipe and the welding torch are small, which demonstrates the accuracy of this method. Welding experiments also show that this method can produce more well-distributed welds and HAZ.
Methods for accelerating phase map generation and robotic movement calculation will be studied in future studies. The positioning task w.r.t an object with a more complex and general texture-less surface, including a quadratic surface and a free-form surface, will also be considered in the future.
APPENDIX A DETAILED DERIVATION OF THE OFFSETS BETWEEN THE CHARACTERISTIC GENERATIX AND THE CYLINDRICAL AXIS
The offsets along the X c and Z c axes are denoted X and Z , as shown in Fig. 5 . Z can be deduced as Z = R/ sin β, where R is the radius of the cylinder, and β = arcsin(v/ (w 2 + v 2 )), in which (u, v, w) is the direction vector of l D . For the sake of clarity and simplicity, the direction vector of l D is set as (u , 1, w ), where u = u/v and w = w/v. This is feasible because the circumstance in which v equals zero is rare and will never appear in our applications. Therefore, Z can also be denoted as Z = R/ sin β = R · (w 2 + 1).
The relationship between X and Z is deduced as follows. As shown in Fig. 5 , the equation of the ellipse in coordinate frame X 1 OZ 1 is x 1 2 /a 2 + z 1 2 /b 2 = 1, where a = R/ cos γ , cos γ = 1/ √ u 2 + 1 + w 2 , and b = R because the ellipse can be considered as the intersection of plane X 1 O 1 Z 1 with a cylinder that is rotated around axis OZ 1 by a certain angle γ . The transformation from coordinate frame X 0 OZ 0 to X 1 OZ 1 is
By combining the above equations, we derive the elliptical equation in the coordinate frame X 0 OZ 0 : (x 0 cos α + z 0 sin α) 2 cos 2 γ + (x 0 sin α + z 0 cos α) 2 = R 2 .
By differentiating Eq. (22) and letting dz 0 /dx 0 = 0, we obtain the relationship between X and Z :
where sin γ = √ u 2 + w 2 / √ u 2 + 1 + w 2 , and tan α = w /u = w/u.
Eq. (23) can also be simplified as
APPENDIX B DETAILED DERIVATION OF THE INTERACTION MATRIX
Here, the well-known equation regarding how the differential motion of a camera induces the coordinate variation of a static point P(x, y, z) is presented:
where x, y and z represent the coordinate variation of point P along the x, y and z axes, respectively; δx, δy, δz, δθ x , δθ y and δθ z represent the translational and rotational components of the camera differential motion. Consequently, the equation regarding the variation of a spatial vector (u, v, w) caused by camera differential motion can be deduced:
where ( u, v, w) denotes the variation of the spatial vector, and (u, v, w) is the direction vector before the camera was moved.
The equation of a straight line in the camera coordinate system before camera movement can be derived as
To ascertain the intersection between this line and plane XOZ in the new camera coordinate frame, we let y = 0; by ignoring the variation of (u, v, w) due to its minuteness, we obtain
The relationship between the derivatives of k x and k z and the derivatives of u, v and w is obtained as
By combining Eq. (26), Eq. (28), and Eq. (29) and substituting v = 1, we obtain the interaction matrix with 4 visual features: 
